
 

 
 
 
 
The Rt. Hon. Priti Patel MP 
Home Secretary 
Home Office 
2 Marsham Street 
London 
SW1P 4DF 
 

Dear Secretary of State, 

We are deeply concerned by the government’s immigration proposals, which would see creative             
workers from the European Economic Area (EEA) needing to apply for temporary visas or              
certificates of sponsorship for each paid UK engagement. This has the potential to be financially               
crippling for the creative sector, and could permanently damage the UK’s future as a              
world-leader in creativity. Should this system be reciprocated across the EEA, the future of the               
UK’s creative industries would be in jeopardy.  

As former culture minister Nigel Adams stated in January 2020, touring is “the lifeblood” of the                
creative economy. This applies to big-name touring artists, but also to theatre companies,             
orchestral musicians, writers, artists, dance troupes, circus performers, filmmakers, models,          
stylists, sound engineers, lighting technicians, tour managers, photographers, costume makers,          
set designers and countless other creative professionals, who together form an integral part of              
the UK’s £111.7bn creative industries. The global creative sector is reliant on international             
collaborations and the ability to travel easily. These are not people wishing to settle              
permanently outside of their homeland or contribute to net migration; these are talented,             
innovative professionals working in an industry that, by its very nature, is global. They must be                
allowed to travel easily for work. 

Government recently stated that “The UK already attracts world class artists, entertainers and             
musicians and we will continue to do so in the future”. However the proposed visa and non-visa                 
routes are either prohibitively expensive, prohibitively bureaucratic or completely unsuitable for           
the flexible nature of creative work. 

 



Creative workers must be able to travel for work at short notice 

Due to the fast-paced and innovative nature of our sector, creative workers are often required at                
very short notice. Models in the fashion industry tend to be booked just a few days before a                  
shoot, sometimes even the day before. The same applies to artists such as session musicians,               
who can be booked for long-term projects just a few days in advance.  

Temporary (Tier 5) visas typically take three weeks to process, which would be prohibitively              
lengthy for the many UK businesses employing creative workers from the EEA. Although certain              
creative workers can apply for a 30-day Permitted Paid Engagement (PPE) visa, which is              
processed at the border, this route lacks security and is also problematic due to it excluding                
up-and-coming artists and part-time workers, who form an integral part of our sector. The PPE               
route is also not meant to be used regularly, so does not represent a long-term solution for                 
those who travel frequently for work.  

UK creative workers must similarly be able to travel quickly and easily to mainland Europe, to                
perform, promote and collaborate. The UK currently exports £18.8bn of creative services to             
Europe, accounting for over half of our creative service exports. The ability to secure UK               
creative talent at short-notice has been integral to this. If access to UK creative talent was                
compromised by the need to apply and re-apply for work permits in the various EEA countries,                
this could easily lead to employers sourcing talent from elsewhere. This would be hugely              
detrimental to the UK’s creative industries, as well as to the country’s future status as a                
world-leader in creativity and creative exports.  

 

Creative freelancers must be able to take multiple contracts 

The majority (95%) of creative businesses employ 1 – 4 people and operate on a               
project-by-project basis, relying on specialist temporary workers and top performers for their            
work to succeed. These workers include casts for productions, artists at festivals, stylists for              
fashion campaigns, and more. A Federation survey of employers across the UK’s creative             
industries found that almost two-thirds of respondents employ non-British freelancers. 70% of            
those believed that these positions could not be filled by UK workers.  

Freelance creative workers typically have multiple contracts, often running simultaneously.          
Musicians regularly tour multiple venues and festivals in order to make their overall visit to the                
UK viable. Authors will come to speak at multiple bookshops, schools and literary festivals.              
Theatre practitioners and dance artists may be asked at very short notice to deliver a               
masterclass for students, or take part in an education project in a school, in addition to their                 
booked performance.  



If creative workers had to secure individual certificates of sponsorship or letters of invitation for               
each engagement, the costs and extra administration involved could easily multiply to become             
unmanageable.  

 

Recommendations 

We call on government to implement a migration system that works for the creative sector. We                
call for a touring visa for UK, EU and EEA citizens who intend to carry out a series of temporary                    
paid creative engagements without residing long-term outside of their country of residence. The             
visa should allow creative workers to travel freely and carry out any number of temporary paid                
contracts during the validity of the visa, as well as carry any equipment necessary for the                
fulfilment of these contracts with no carnets required for transportation of touring equipment. 

- 

The future of the UK’s position on the world stage is dependent on government understanding               
the nature of our £111.7bn creative industries. Temporary movement of creative talent, both in              
and out of the UK, is integral to the exchange of artistic ideas that forms the lifeblood of our                   
nation’s culture. It must be allowed to continue.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Rick Haythornthwaite, Chair, Creative Industries Federation and Creative England. 

 


